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*The Tea Times Newsletter was founded by Tia Hawkins R.N., B.S.N. as an informational

and entertainment resource. Any and all information contained in this newsletter or any

other correspondence from the “Tea Talks with Tia” brand should never replace the

advice, guidance, or recommendations of one's personal physician(s) and/or

healthcare provider(s).  
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Hello Summer      and Happy Pride!          

Tea of course.....This month I'm enjoying more Hibiscus tea

(iced) by STASH for its sweet summer taste. Following sips,

has been a great fiction read by New York Times bestselling

author, Taylor Jenkins Reid. The fiction novel "The Seven

Husbands of Evelyn Hugo" takes you on a journey of old

Hollywood glamour beginning in the 1950s to present time

and let me just say it did not disappoint. If you enjoy love,

scandal, secrets, and plot twists then this may be for you!

To set the story up lightly, Evelyn Hugo is now an aging

recluse who is ready to open up about her rise to fame and

her decades-long glamorous iconic life. When she hires an

amateur to document what every other experienced, well-

known, and famous reporter wants...her biography, the

stage is set for an addictive page-turner that lasts chapter

by chapter until the last page. Without giving to much

away, the secrets we keep to protect the love we carry is

awe-inspiring and beautiful especially in an era when love

bore secrets and so many secrets existed because of love.

This one scores 4 cups of tea from me!  Click on the book

to get automatically redirected to the Amazon link where

you can purchase. 

Hi friends! Can you believes it's already July!

Independence Day, picnics, time in the sun and finally

off of COVID house arrest! I'm all IN! 

I want to take a second to thank you for being here. I

feel this is important to say in every issue because it's

simply  true. I appreciate the time you take to read my

words and hope each newsletter has something that

helps your spirit shine and your soul heal just a little

more. 

June was national PRIDE month and since newsletters

hit your inbox early I didn't get a chance to include my

piece as a proud pride mom all year round.  If you

haven't had a chance to check out this piece on our

social media platforms, click the picture to the left and

you will be directed to the post.  This one means so

much to me and was from the heart y'all!  I hope

everyone found a way to support the PRIDE community

and let love win!

  

What's on Tia's
Tea Table?☕   
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Except, when it's not. Even with all the beautiful and bright things summer brings it doesn't stop life from happening. There

isn't a halt on tragedies or any promise to stall difficulties because the sun is shining and people are smiling.  In fact, for

me, summer has created a personal post-traumatic response. I still love it, but it's complicated. You see, as many of you

know, I have experienced child loss.  Our daughter, Gianna passed away at 5 months old in June 2009.  Four years later in

2013, on the same exact day, I also lost my very best childhood friend in a tragic accident.  So at some point, while the sun

was shining and people were laughing, I was curled up in a ball on more than one occasion hyperventilating and

wondering all the things people wonder when they lose people they love so dearly. It begins with...why?  WHY THEM? WHY

ME? WHY NOW? WHY THIS WAY? This is a question that is usually never answered either so lack of closure doesn't help

those who look for answers as a way to heal.  People don't just grieve death either.  People grieve whatever they have lost

on whatever day their world changed.  I have a friend who grieves the day she lost her marriage and her comfortable

upper-middle-class life when she discovered her husband was abusing her children and she fled with nothing.  I have

someone else near and dear to me that grieves the perfect health they lost due to a chronic medical condition that they

now live with every day. It's not always death we grieve but the loss we gained and nobody wants to "gain loss" unless we

are talking about body weight. Even then, that can be debatable for some. 

I love the summer! While we make memories all year round, aside from the holidays I feel like summer memories are where

it's at! We plan more vacations due to time off of the normal school and work routines. We get more sunshine and fewer

clouds and that in itself has been scientifically proven to boost the mood.  Scattered beach days, waterparks, and relaxing

at the pool are also refreshing and restorative. The weather combined with our personal efforts to create fun and peace

makes summer arguably the best time of the year. 

So for me, when the weather starts to turn from April showers to May flowers and the blue skies open up, I can feel what I

like to reference as the mack truck starting up.  Subtle at first, I know it's on but it's far enough in the distance for me to try

and ignore it.  As we work towards Memorial Day its 18 wheels are set and ready to go.  Heading into June I know the truck

is on the road and also know it's headed straight towards me.  I am its destination.  Since I logically know I can't escape, I

usually submerge myself into my family and all the busyness that has become normal in our life....baseball playoffs, dance

recitals, end of school events/activities, birthdays, anniversaries, and graduations.  I do this because of course I love my

family and I want to enjoy making memories with them but I'd be lying not to admit there is a piece of me trying to avoid

the inevitable. And  yes, I am fully aware that my efforts will more than fall short but I have also hoped that if I overdose on

the happy, good, and fun that perhaps the sad won't consume me like a tsunami 

I flood my Facebook with all these happy memories that really do mean the world to me as a last-ditch effort.  So I have

something recent I can go back and look at over and over when I'm struggling in the hard moments that are making their

way around the corner. Sometimes it helps just a little, sometimes it doesn't.  This year was no different in that respect. I

piled on the happy armor like I have done for so many years, but as the moments began to come and go, I could hear and

feel the truck approaching louder and louder, then the vibration from its massiveness stir in my soul.  I'm prepared for my

grief though, at least that's what I always think.  I can't change my loss but damn it I can up my gains to buffer the pain,

right? I am filled up on happy and gratitude, great weather, and wonderful fresh memories. No, I am not right, I am

wrong...so, so, very wrong.  

You see, the thing about predictable grief is just that...it's predictable. The mind and body know it's coming so senses are

heightened and emotions are fragile.  Predictable grief is much more intense because it lingers around longer and is not

something the human psyche was made for.  This is why it can kind of get knocked off its axis, if you will, and why we have

a thing called Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) to begin with. Sometimes the constant buzzing of a fly is worse than a

quick sting from a bee if you know what I mean. Predictable grief comes straight for you like that truck, and there's no way

to out run it. For me, my anxiety has been festering to a maximum capacity by the time that truck comes charging at the

end of June.  The amount of energy and physiological resources it has taken to keep me functioning in a constant fight or

flight mode while living my best happy life the prior few weeks ultimately results in a crash and burn.  Knowing this pattern

also adds to the anxiety by now creating fear.  It's a terrible cycle and it makes me feel helpless. 

Good Grief 
by Tia Hawkins
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This year, however, I decided to do one thing differently (maybe two).  I vowed to assess myself and my feelings on purpose

and with intention every day when I woke up and before I went to bed.  I did this as a way of preserving myself just enough

so I didn't crash too hard. I assumed like all previous years this is just "what happens" so instead of trying to run from the

mack truck with only jello legs to transport, I decided I would stand in front of it. Waiting for it like it waits to come at me

every year. I decided that instead of trying to run ahead of it, I would just wait for it with my armor of "happy" and let it have

its way with me, however that may be.  I was going to stand strong  but I wasn't going to flee or fight.  

Well friends, guess what?  It still took me down, my armor of happy was not bigger or better than it had been before. I wasn't

able to ward off the grief, sad memories, and increased post-traumatic response that, that mack truck comes loaded with. I

mean the visual itself says it all.  Can you imagine watching a movie where this scenario literally happened? A mack truck

comes charging down the highway and someone is standing in front of it in a vest patterned with smiley emojis or better yet,  

another scene where they are trying to run faster than the truck is hauling? We would think, "How absurd!"  Ha! The mind's

attempts and rationalization to preserve its peace at times can definitely be humorous.  

But also friends, I have to tell you what facing that truck in my emoji vest didn't do.  It didn't kill me! You may be thinking "Well

it didn't kill you in prior years either so what's the difference?"  The difference was my strength to face it. The difference was

my courage to stand there knowing full well I couldn't avoid it.  The difference was in welcoming it, not with a smile but with

bravery.  The difference was being ok with whatever it did to me and accepting that before I actually knew.  The difference

was in losing the fear surrounding it little by little and accepting it for whatever it was.  The difference was, not only did I not

die but I didn't burn and crash.  I got knocked down! I mean I got the wind knocked out of me. It still wasn't easy and it will

never be fun.  It will never be what I want or look forward too but I learned this year that it could be addressed, and almost

welcomed.  

So while grief hurts, resurfaces, and changes in its intensity, it can also create enormous strength, courage, and bravery.  

I have learned after many years that the truck may look different but the contents are the same.  I have also learned that

while I may look generally the same my contents to get through my grief are somehow different. I have collected these tools

and coping skills not by getting over grief, because grief is not something you get over, but by getting through my grief over

and over again.

I dedicate these words to all my superheroes who have experienced grief they didn't or perhaps, still don't know how they

will survive. The truth is you weren't given a choice. You are brave, strong, and courageous.  You did survive and you will

continue to because even superheroes don't get out unscathed, they get out alive. Then, they heal...over and over again. 

And in some strange way, that makes for good grief.  

 

 Stay well &Sip Slow Friends,

Good Grief 
-cont.-

by Tia Hawkins
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Has anyone thought "This can't be all there is to life"? I know I have. I have thought this on good days and bad ones.  I have thought

this in deep depression and deep gratitude. At some point in adulthood, it's like the fun just stops and responsibility takes over our

entire lives.  We crave but fail to create. By create I don't just mean art either. I mean create many things such as time, resources,

importance.  Sometimes it's fear of living and getting older that holds us back from the fearless thoughts and dreams of our youth.  

Other times, we let the responsibilities of kids, careers, and relationships convince us that anything else is a privilege and not a

right. We are so wrong!  That old saying "Life is what you make it" really is the monumental truth.  We must create what we crave,

whatever that may be. 

Let me pause briefly to say if your craving a month's long vacation, I realize most of us can't just pack our bags, board a plane and

explore the coast of Europe or indulge in the decadent pastries of France. I understand that the responsibilities that occupy most,

if not all of our time are still relevant, important, and share a priority status. I am in no way suggesting bucket list completion but I

am suggesting small steps that can feel like big progress.

So...What? When? Where? How? Why?

What: Create new content! Go to new places, see new things, meet new people, try something you never have.

When:  You have to create the time. No excuses. This is your one and only life! Start small if you have to. Just going to a new

grocery store can stimulate the mind and break up the mundane. Maybe you'll even find a new food/snack while your there. 

Where: Anywhere new! A new park, a new store, a new activity, a new town. EXPLORE! EXPLORE! EXPLORE! Find the clues to

finding you again. 

How: All things start in our minds. Once you commit to you, no matter how small the step, the rest will begin to fall into place. This

isn't a one-shot deal either. Just like with anything new, it takes time to get used to.  It takes time to form a habit and it takes time

to get comfortable. When I started seeking new content I was at a point in my life where I felt so low that the fear I was living with

even gave up.  Fear and responsibility had convinced me that not only did I not have the time, but that I didn't deserve to

experience anything other than what already was. Guilt also took advantage, making me feel that doing things for me had a limit. 

 So even when I "gave up",  by "giving in",  I still had to start creating small. Even in the small, I saw a flicker of light and felt a spark

of joy. That ignites the flame to keep going and so I do. You do, however, have to create the space for whatever is needed to do

this.  You have to own this responsibility.  

Why: YOU DESERVE IT! The truth is, some things are just lifelong commitments. We know and accept for example, the lifelong

responsibility of parenting so why would we not accept and pursue the lifelong commitment to ourselves? Self-care, self-love, and

self-discovery are continuous and crucial to being the best versions of ourselves, for ourselves, and for those we love. You deserve

to know who you are, and whom you are going to be. You deserve the commitment to yourself that you make to so many others. 

Your life is calling you friends! Answer the call and go LIVE IT! Create the journey!

*This piece was inspired by my daughter, Jassy.  While horseback riding on the sunny beaches of Florida, she reminded me the importance
of creating and finding what we love because it is in doing those, that we also find the key to be who we love.* 

 

  

 

Do You Have A Question for Tia? 
Do you have a question for Tia about Mental Health, Parenting, or something else? What do you want more of in your

newsletter? Click the link below and look for a response on "Tea Talks with Tia" social media platforms.  Your Q&A may

also be featured in the next month's Newsletter! 

You may absolutely remain anonymous and Tia will give you a sophisticated English tea name 😉 when publishing. 

Don't be shy! Let's share our questions, thoughts, and stories.  Remember, someone, somewhere is, was, or will be where

you are today! 

Let's support each other on the journey. 

               A Cuppa Headspace
Are You Life Living or Living Life?
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     self-care check list  

BEACH DAY

EXPLORE A NEW FAVE

REFRESH ING DR INK

B IKE R IDE W ITH SOMEONE YOU

LOVE

JOURNAL IN NATURE 

CAL L  OFF WORK AND TAKE A CAR

R IDE W ITH NO DEST INAT ION 

MAKE YOURSE LF SNACKS AND

L I STEN TO YOUR FAVOR ITE

PLAYL I ST ON THE PORCH /PAT IO 

MOVE YOUR BODY

GET DRESSED UP IN YOUR BEST

SUMMER OUTF IT JUST BECAUSE

BUY YOURSE LF SOMETH ING NEW

THAT 'S UNDER $ 2 0

DO  SOMETH ING NEW  

GO SOMEWHERE YOU HAVE NEVER

BEEN 

 
SEE I F  YOU CAN COMPLETE THE

L I ST

Click here for my feel good 
summer jams playlist 

Summertime Jams:

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3acTCBlmPy5GeAuvkJ77BP?si=c605d4a4b0664581
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3acTCBlmPy5GeAuvkJ77BP?si=c605d4a4b0664581
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3acTCBlmPy5GeAuvkJ77BP?si=c605d4a4b0664581
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3acTCBlmPy5GeAuvkJ77BP?si=c605d4a4b0664581
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3acTCBlmPy5GeAuvkJ77BP?si=c605d4a4b0664581
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3acTCBlmPy5GeAuvkJ77BP?si=c605d4a4b0664581


MY PLANS FOR THE DAY
TODA Y  I S : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

THINGS TO DO DRINK UP!

BODY MOVEMENT

DAILY SELF-CARE


